Interactive Session Plan ™

Coach

Theme

Liam Lacy

Session date

Fall 2014

Team/Age Group U14+
Time available

Changing the Point of Attack
Ball Movement & Possession

90 Minutes

NOTES
Technical Warm Up
Groups of 4
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- Pass & Move - 4-3-2-1 Touches - Each player assigned a number of touches - Progress to player
passing the ball calls the number of touches the receiver must take
- 10 - 15 Passes and Change Grid (Clockwise) - First team back to original grid wins
- One Team Defends - 2 x 4v1 & 1 x 4v2 - Once ball is won defender can join teammates in another
grid, eventually creating a 4v4. Team who possess longest win a point
CP's - Quality of Passing & Receiving, Communication (call early), Awareness of Pressure,
Movement to offer Supporting Angle (Runs off the Ball)
Possession & Ball Movement
8v8 or 6v6 + 2 - Use of Neutrals if needed - GK's to be included as field players
Work ball through 2-3-4 areas of the field to earn a point
Progress to state ball cannot go back/diagonal/lateral to challenge players
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CP's - Quality of Passing & Receiving, Shielding, Dribbling to Possess, Playing Under Pressure
(depending on size of field), Checking Runs to Create Space, Identify Numbers Up/Down
situations in certain areas, Movement to Support, Reading the Game (Think a Step Ahead)

Changing the Point of Attack
7v7 + GK's
Work ball through 2-3-4 areas of the field before shot
Progress to state ball has to be shot from in attacking or defending half
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CP's - As above, Shooting (Long & Short Range), Rebounds, Crossing (Variety), Emphasis on
moving the defenders to create overloads in certain areas, Willingness to play back/lateral to play
forward

Scrimmage
8v8
Free Play
Use of players in game day positions - 2-3-2 formation for both teams
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CP's - Encourage players to take first look forward but ensure ball is not forced into pressure, Avoid
playing direct if outnumbered (Possession to Penetrate, Switch of Play), Encourage players to
shoot when opportunity arises (Be wary of overplaying), Change point of attack to isolate
defenders (both Centrally and Wide)
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